
THE FOUNDATIONS
OF BIOCHEMISTRY

1. Cellular Foundations



The smallest organisms consist of single cells and are 
microscopic. 

Larger, multicellular organisms contain many different 
types of cells.

All cells of the simplest and most complex organisms share 
certain fundamental properties.



Cells are the structural and functional units of all
living organisms

The plasma membrane defines the periphery of the cell, 
separating its contents from the surroundings.

It is composed of lipid and protein molecules that form a 
thin, tough, pliable, hydrophobic barrier around the cell.

The membrane is a barrier to the free passage of inorganic 
ions and most other charged or polar compounds.



Nucleus (eukaryotes) 
or nucleoid (bacteria)
Contains genetic 
material–DNA and 
associated proteins. 
Nucleus is membrane-
bounded. 

Plasma membrane
Tough, flexible lipid bilayer. 
Selectively permeable to polar 
substances. Includes membrane 
proteins that function in transport, 
in signal reception, and as enzymes.

centrifuge at 150,000 g

Cytoplasm
Aqueous cell contents and 
suspended particles and 
organelles.

Supernatant: cytosol
Concentrated solution of enzymes, RNA, 
monomeric subunits, metabolites, inorganic 
ions.

Pellet: particles and organelles
Ribosomes, storage granules, mitochondria, 
chloroplasts, lysosomes, endoplasmic reticulum.

All cells have a nucleus or nucleoid, a plasma membrane, and cytoplasm. 
The cytosol is defined as that portion of the cytoplasm that remains in the

supernatant after centrifugation of a cell extract at 150,000 g for 1 hour.



The internal volume bounded by the plasma membrane, the 
cytoplasm is composed of an aqueous solution, the 
cytosol, and a variety of suspended particles with specific 
functions. 

The cytosol is a highly concentrated solution containing 
enzymes and the RNA molecules.

Hundreds of small organic molecules called metabolites.

Coenzymes, compounds essential to many enzyme-
catalyzed reactions.

Ribosomes, small particles (composed of protein and RNA 
molecules) that are the sites of protein synthesis.



All cells have a nucleus or a nucleoid, in which the
genome – the complete set of genes, composed of DNA 
– is stored and replicated.

The nucleus, in higher organisms, consists of nuclear 
material enclosed within a double membrane.

Cells with nuclear envelopes are called eukaryotes.

Those without nuclear envelopes – bacterial cells – are 
prokaryotes.



Cellular dimensions are limited by oxygen diffusion

Animal and plant cells are typically 5 to 100 μm in 
diameter, and many bacteria are only 1 to 2 μm long.

The lower limit is probably set by the minimum number of 
each type of biomolecule required by the cell.

The upper limit of cell size is probably set by the rate of 
diffusion of solute molecules in aqueous systems.

As cell size increases, surface-to-volume ratio decreases, 
until metabolism consumes O2 faster than diffusion can 
supply it.



All organisms

Chemotrophs
(energy from chemical 

compounds)

Phototrophs
(energy from light)

Heterotrophs
(carbon from

organic
compounds)

Examples:
• Purple bacteria
• Green bacteria

Autotrophs
(carbon from

CO2)
Examples:
• Cyanobacteria
• Plants

Heterotrophs
(carbon from organic

compounds)

Organotrophs
(energy from organic 

compounds)
Examples:
• Most prokaryotes
• All nonphototrophic

eukaryotes

Lithotrophs
(energy from inorganic

compounds)
Examples:
• Sulfur bacteria
• Hydrogen bacteria

Organisms can be classified according to their source of energy (sunlight or 
oxidizable chemical compounds) and their source of carbon for the 
synthesis of cellular material.



Classify organisms according to how they obtain the energy 
and carbon they need for synthesizing cellular material.

Phototrophs trap and use sunlight, chemotrophs derive 
their energy from oxidation of a fuel.

All chemotrophs require a source of organic nutrients; they 
cannot fix CO2 into organic compounds.

The phototrophs can obtain all needed carbon from CO2
(autotrophs), require organic nutrients (heterotrophs).

The chemotrophs classified according to a different 
criterion.

The fuels they oxidize are inorganic (lithotrophs) or 
organic (organotrophs).



Eukaryotic cells have a variety of membranous 
organelles, which can be isolated for study

Eukaryotic cells are much larger than prokaryotic cells −
commonly 5 to 100 μm in diameter.

The distinguishing characteristics of eukaryotes are the 
nucleus and a variety of membranebounded organelles 
with specific functions: mitochondria, endoplasmic 
reticulum, Golgi complexes, lysosomes.

Plant cells also contain vacuoles and chloroplasts. 

Plant cells are usually 10 to 100 μm in diameter − larger 
than animal cells, which typically range from 5 to 
30 μm.



Ribosomes are proteinsynthesizing machines Peroxisome destroys peroxides

Cytoskeleton supports cell, aids in 
movement of organells

Lysosome degrades intracellular debris

Transport vesicle shuttles lipids and 
proteins between ER, Golgi, and plasma 
membrane

Golgi complex processes, packages, and 
targets proteins to other organelles or for 
export.

Smooth endoplasmic reticulum is site of 
lipid synthesis and drug metabolism

Nucleus contains the genes (chromatin)

Nuclear 
envelope 
segregates
Chromatin 
from
cytoplasm

Plasma membrane 
separates cell from 
environment, regulates 
movement of materials 
into and out of cell

Mitochondrion 
oxidizes fuels to
produce ATP Nucleolus is 

site of 
ribosomal
RNA synthesis

Rough 
endoplasmic 
reticulum
is site of much 
protein
synthesis Schematic illustrations of a 

representative animal cell



Plasma membrane 
separates cell from 
environment, regulates 
movement of materials 
into and out of cell

Mitochondrion 
oxidizes fuels to
produce ATP

Rough endoplasmic 
reticulum is site of 
much protein 
synthesis

Nucleolus is 
site of 
ribosomal
RNA synthesis

Nucleus contains 
the genes 
(chromatin)

Smooth 
endoplasmic 
reticulum is site of 
lipid synthesis and 
drug metabolism

Ribosomes

Cytoskeleton

Golgi complex

Chloroplast harvests 
sunlight, produces 
ATP and 
carbohydrates

Starch granule 
temporarily stores 
carbohydrate products 
of photosynthesis

Thylakoids are site of 
lightdriven ATP synthesis

Cell wall provides shape and rigidity; 
protects cell from osmotic swelling 

Vacuole degrades and recycles 
macromolecules, stores metabolites

Cell wall of adjacent cell

Glyoxysome contains enzymes 
of the glyoxylate cycle

Plasmodesma provides path 
between two plant cells

Schematic illustrations of a 
representative plant cell



A tissue such as liver is first mechanically homogenized to
break cells and disperse their contents in an aqueous 
buffer. 

The sucrose medium has an osmotic pressure similar to that 
in organelles, thus preventing diffusion of water into the 
organelles, which would swell and burst.

The large and small particles in the suspension can be 
separated by centrifugation at different speeds.



Differential centrifugation

Tissue 
homogenization

Low-speed centrifugation
(1,000 g, 10 min)

Supernatant subjected to medium-speed centrifugation
(20,000 g, 20 min)

Supernatant subjected to high-speed centrifugation
(80,000 g, 1 h)

Supernatant subjected to very high-speed 
centrifugation
(150,000 g, 3 h)

Tissue homogenate

Pellet contains whole cells, 
nuclei, cytoskeletons, plasma 

membranes

Pellet contains mitochondria, 
lysosomes, peroxisomes

Pellet contains microsomes
(fragments of ER), small vesicles

Pellet contains ribosomes, 
large macromolecules

Supernatant contains soluble
proteins



Particles of different density can be separated by isopycnic
centrifugation.

– In isopycnic centrifugation, a centrifuge tube is filled with a 
solution.

– The density of which increases from top to bottom; a solute 
such as sucrose is dissolved at different concentrations to 
produce the density gradient.

– When a mixture of organelles is layered on top of the 
density gradient and the tube is centrifuged at high speed.

– Individual organelles sediment until their buoyant density 
exactly matches that in the gradient. 

– Each layer can be collected separately.



Isopycnic (surcrose-density) centrifugation

Sample
Sucrose 
gradient

Less dense 
component

More dense 
component

Centrifugation

Fractionation



Cells build supramolecular structures

Macromolecules and their monomeric subunits differ 
greatly in size.

A molecule of alanine is less than 0.5 nm long.
Hemoglobin consists of nearly 600 amino acid subunits in 

four long chains.
Example:
– In a cell, the nucleus is an organelle containing several types 

of supramolecular complexes, including chromosomes.
– Chromosomes consist of macromolecules of DNA and many 

different proteins.
– Each type of macromolecule is made up of simple subunits.



Structural hierarchy in the molecular organization of cells



The monomeric subunits in proteins, nucleic acids, and 
polysaccharides are joined by covalent bonds.

In supramolecular complexes, macromolecules are held 
together by noncovalent interactions, much weaker, 
than covalent bonds.

Noncovalent interactions are:
– hydrogen bonds (between polar groups), 
– ionic interactions (between charged groups), 
– hydrophobic interactions (among nonpolar groups in 

aqueous solution),
– van der Waals interactions.

All of which have energies substantially smaller than 
those of covalent bonds.



Strengths of Bonds Common in Biomolecules

Type of bond 
Bond dissociation 

energy* 
(kJ/mol) 

Type of bond 
Bond dissociation 

energy* 
(kJ/mol) 

Single bonds Double bonds 
O−H 470 C=O 712 
H−H 435 C=N 615 
P−O 419 C=C 611 
C−H 414 P=O 502 
N−H 389   
C−O 352   
C−C 348 Triple bonds 
S−H 339 C≡C 816 
C−N 293 N≡N 930 
C−S 260   
N−O 222   
S−S 214   

 
*The greater the energy required for bond dissociation (breakage), the stronger the bond.



Summary for „Cellular Foundations” I.

• All cells are bounded by a plasma membrane; have a 
cytosol containing metabolites, coenzymes, inorganic 
ions, and enzymes; and have a set of genes contained 
within a nucleoid (prokaryotes) or nucleus 
(eukaryotes).

• Phototrophs use sunlight to do work; chemotrophs
oxidize fuels, passing electrons to good electron 
acceptors: inorganic compounds, organic 
compounds, or molecular oxygen.



Summary for „Cellular Foundations” II.

• Bacterial cells contain cytosol, a nucleoid, and plasmids. 
Eukaryotic cells have a nucleus and are 
multicompartmented, segregating certain processes in 
specific organelles, which can be separated and studied 
in isolation.

• Cytoskeletal proteins assemble into long filaments that 
give cells shape and rigidity and serve as rails along 
which cellular organelles move throughout the cell.

• Supramolecular complexes are held together by 
noncovalent interactions and form a hierarchy of 
structures.



2. Chemical Foundations



Biochemistry aims to explain biological form and function 
in chemical terms.

During the first half of the twentieth century: glucose 
breakdown in yeast and in animal muscle cells revealed 
remarkable chemical similarities in these two apparently 
very different cell types.

The breakdown of glucose in yeast and muscle cells 
involved the same ten chemical intermediates.

Jacques Monod: “What is true of E. coli is true of the 
elephant.”



Only about 30 of the more than 90 naturally occurring 
chemical elements are essential to organisms.

The elements in living matter have relatively low atomic 
numbers; only five have atomic numbers above that of 
selenium.

The four most abundant elements in living organisms, in 
terms of percentage of total number of atoms, are 
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon, which together 
make up more than 99% of the mass of most cells.

They are the lightest elements capable of forming one, two, 
three, and four bonds.

In general, the lightest elements form the strongest bonds.



Biomolecules are compounds of carbon with a variety 
of functional groups

Carbon can form single bonds with hydrogen atoms, both 
single and double bonds with oxygen and nitrogen atoms.

Each carbon atom can form single bonds with up to four 
other carbon atoms.

– Two carbon atoms also can share two (or three) electron pairs, 
thus forming double (or triple) bonds.

There is free rotation around each single bond.
Unless very large or highly charged groups are attached to 

both carbon atoms, in which case rotation may be 
restricted.

A double bond is shorter (about 0.134 nm) and rigid and 
allows little rotation.



Covalently linked carbon atoms in biomolecules can form 
linear chains, branched chains, and cyclic structures.

To these carbon skeletons are added functional groups, 
which confer specific chemical properties on the molecule.

Most biomolecules can be regarded as derivatives of 
hydrocarbons, with hydrogen atoms replaced by a variety 
of functional groups to yield different families of organic 
compounds. 

– Alcohols have one or more hydroxyl groups; 
– amines, with amino groups; 
– aldehydes and ketones, with carbonyl groups;
– carboxylic acids, with carboxyl groups.

Many biomolecules are polyfunctional, containing two or 
more different kinds of functional groups each with its own 
chemical characteristics and reactions.



Some common functional groups of biomolecules I.

Methyl Ethyl Phenyl Carbonyl
(aldehyde)

Carboxyl

Carbonyl
(ketone)

Hydroxyl
(alcohol)

Ether Ester Anhydride
(two carboxylic acid)



Some common functional groups of biomolecules II.

Amino Amido Guanidino Imidazole

Sulfhydryl

PhosphoanhydridePhosphoryl

Disulfide Thioester

Mixed anhydride
(carboxylic acid and phosphoric 
acid; also called acyl phosphate)



Cells contain a universal set of small molecules
All cells is a collection of 100 to 200 different small organic 

molecules (Mr ~100 to ~500), the central metabolites in the 
major pathways occurring in nearly every cell.

This collection of molecules includes the common amino 
acids, nucleotides, sugars and their phosphorylated
derivatives, and a number of mono-, di-, and tricarboxylic
acids.

They are trapped within the cell because the plasma membrane 
is impermeable to them specific membrane transporters can 
catalyze the movement of some molecules into and out of the 
cell.

Secondary metabolit play a role specific to plant life.
– morphine, quinine, nicotine and caffeine.



Macromolecules are the major constituents of cells
Proteins, nucleic acids, and polysaccharides are produced by the 

polymerization of relatively small compounds with molecular 
weights of 500 or less.

Synthesis of macromolecules is a major energy-consuming 
activity of cells.

Molecular components of an E. coli cell:
 Percentage of total weight 

of cell 
Approximate number of 

different molecular species 
Water 70 1 
Proteins 15 3,000 
Nucleic acids   DNA 1 1 

RNA 6 >3,000 
Polysaccharide 3 5 
Lipids 2 20 
Monomeric subunits 
and intermediates 2 500 

Inorganic ions 1 20 
 



Proteins, long polymers of amino acids, constitute the largest 
fraction of cells.

Proteins are the most versatile of all biomolecules. 
The nucleic acids, DNA and RNA, are polymers of 

nucleotides.
The polysaccharides, polymers of simple sugars such as 

glucose, have two major functions: 
– as energy-yielding fuel stores,
– as extracellular structural elements with specific binding sites for 

particular proteins.
The lipids, greasy or oily hydrocarbon derivatives, serve as 

structural components of membranes, energy-rich fuel 
stores, pigments, and intracellular signals.

Proteins and nucleic acids are informational macromolecules: 
each protein and each nucleic acid has a characteristic 
information-rich subunit sequence.



Tree-dimenzional structure is described by 
configuration and conformation

A carbon-containing compound commonly exists as 
stereoisomers, molecules with the same chemical bonds 
but different stereochemistry different configuration.

Interactions between bimolecules are invariably stereo-
specific.



Structural formula in perspective form: 
a solid wedge       represents a bond in 
which the atom at the wide end 
projects out of the plane of the paper, 
toward the reader; a dashed wedge             

represents a bond extending behind 
the plane of the paper.

Representations of molecules
Three ways to represent the structure of the amino acid alanine

Ball-and-stick model, 
showing relative bond 
lengths and the bond 
angles.

Space-filling model,  in 
which each atom is 
shown with  its correct 
relative van der Waals 
radius. 



Configuration is conferred by the presence of either (1) 
double bonds, around which there is no freedom of 
rotation, or (2) chiral centers, around which substituent 
groups are arranged in a specific sequence.

Geometric, or cis-trans isomers; they differ in the 
arrangement of their substituent groups with respect to 
the nonrotating double bond (Latin cis, “on this side” −
groups on the same side of the double bond; trans, 
“across” − groups on opposite sides). 

Maleic acid is the cis isomer and fumaric acid the trans 
isomer.



Configurations of geometric isomers I.

Isomers such as maleic acid and fumaric acid cannot be interconverted
without breaking covalent bonds, which requires the input of much 
energy.



Configurations of geometric isomers II.

In the vertebrate retina, the initial event in light detection is the 
absorption of visible light by 11-cis-retinal. 

The energy of the absorbed light (about 250 kJ/mol) converts 
11-cis-retinal to all-trans-retinal, triggering electrical changes in 
the retinal cell that lead to a nerve impulse. 

11-cis-retinal All-trans-retinal

light



A carbon atom with four different substituents is said to be 
asymmetric, and asymmetric carbons are called chiral
centers.

A molecule with only one chiral carbon can have two 
stereoisomers; when two or more (n) chiral carbons are 
present, there can be 2n stereoisomers.

Some stereoisomers are mirror images of each other; they 
are called enantiomers.

Pairs of stereoisomers that are not mirror images of each 
other are called diastereomers.

An equimolar solution of the two enantiomers is a racemic
mixture.



Molecular asymmetry I.: chiral molecules

When a carbon atom has four different substituent groups (A, B, X, 
Y), they can be arranged in two ways that represent 
nonsuperimposable mirror images of each other (enantiomers). 

This asymmetric carbon atom is called a chiral atom or chiral center.

Mirror image of 
original molecule

Original molecule

Chiral molecule:
Rotated molecule 
cannot be superim-
posed on its mirror 
image



Molecular asymmetry II.: achiral molecules
When a tetrahedral carbon has only three dissimilar groups (i.e., the 

same group occurs twice), only one configuration is possible and
the molecule is symmetric, or achiral. 

In this case the molecule is superimposable on its mirror image: the 
molecule on the left can be rotated counterclockwise (when 
looking down the vertical bond from A to C) to create the 
molecule in the mirror.

Mirror image of 
original molecule

Original molecule

Achiral molecule:
Rotated molecule can 
be superimposed on its 
mirror image



Interactions between biomolecules are 
stereospecific

Biological interactions between molecules are 
stereospecific: the “fit” in such interactions must be 
stereochemically correct.

The three-dimensional structure of biomolecules large and 
small is of the utmost importance in their biological 
interactions.

In living organisms, chiral molecules are usually present in
only one of their chiral forms. 

– For example, the amino acids in proteins occur only as their 
L isomers; glucose occurs only as its D isomer.



When a compound with an asymmetric carbon atom is 
chemically synthesized, the reaction usually produces all 
possible chiral forms: a mixture of the D and L forms.

Living cells produce only one chiral form of biomolecules.



Stereoisomers distinguishable by smell and taste in humans

Aspartame, the artificial sweetener sold under the trade name
NutraSweet, is easily distinguishable by taste receptors from its 
bitter-tasting stereoisomer, although the two differ only in the 
configuration at one of the two chiral carbon atoms.

L-Aspartyl-L-phenylalanine methyl  ester
(aspartame) 

(sweet)

L-Aspartyl-D-phenylalanine methyl ester
(bitter)



Summary for „Chemical Foundations” I.
• Because of its bonding versatility, carbon can produce a 

broad array of carbon–carbon skeletons with a variety 
of functional groups; these groups give biomolecules
their biological and chemical personalities.

• A several hundred small molecules is found in living 
cells.

• Proteins and nucleic acids are linear polymers of simple 
monomeric subunits; their sequences contain the 
information that gives each molecule its three-
dimensional structure and its biological functions.



Summary for „Chemical Foundations” II.
• Molecular configuration can be changed only by breaking 

covalent bonds. For a carbon atom the substituent groups 
can be arranged in two different ways, generating 
stereoisomers with distinct properties. Only one 
stereoisomer is biologically active. 

• Interactions between biological molecules are almost 
invariably stereospecific: they require a complementary 
match between the interacting molecules.



3. Physical Foundations



Living cells and organisms must perform work to stay 
alive and to reproduce themselves.

The synthetic reactions that occur within cells, like the 
synthetic processes in any factory, require the input of 
energy.

In the course of evolution, cells have developed highly 
efficient mechanisms for coupling the energy obtained 
from sunlight or fuels to the many energy-consuming 
processes they must carry out.

Living organisms exist in a dynamic steady state, never 
at equilibrium with their surroundings.



Organisms transform energy and matter from their 
surroundings

For chemical reactions we can define a system as all the 
reactants and products present.

The system and its surroundings together constitute the 
universe. 

– If the system exchanges neither matter nor energy with its 
surroundings, it is said to be isolated. 

– If the system exchanges energy but not matter with its 
surroundings, it is a closed system.

– If it exchanges both energy and matter with its surroundings, it
is an open system.



A living organism is an open system; it exchanges both 
matter and energy with its surroundings.

Living organisms derive energy from their surroundings in 
two ways: 

– They take up chemical fuels (such as glucose) from the 
environment and extract energy by oxidizing them.

– They absorb energy from sunlight.

The first law of thermodynamics describes the principle of 
the conservation of energy.

In any physical or chemical change, the total amount of 
energy in the universe remains constant, although the 
form of the energy may change.



Potential energy
• Nutrients in environment 

(complex molecules such as 
sugars, fats)

• Sunlight

Chemical transformations within 
cells

Cellular work:
• chemical synthesis
• mechanical work
• osmotic and electrical gradients
• light production
• genetic information transfer

Heat

Energy 
transductions 
accomplish 

work

Some energy interconversion in living organisms
During metabolic energy transductions, the randomness of the system plus 

surroundings (expressed quantitatively as entropy) increases as the potential 
energy of complex nutrient molecules decreases.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) Living organisms extract energy 
from their surroundings.

(b) Convert some of it into useful 
forms of energy to produce work.

(c) Return some energy to the 
surroundings as heat.



Metabolism produces compounds
simpler than the initial fuel 
molecules: CO2, NH3, H2O, 

Simple compounds polymerize to
form information-rich macro-
molecules: DNA, RNA, proteins

Increased randomness
(entropy) in the surroundings

Decreased randomness
(entropy) in the system

(d)

(e)

(d) Release end-product molecules 
that are less well organized than the 
starting fuel, increasing the entropy 
of the universe. One effect of all 
these transformations is.

(e) Increased order (decreased 
randomness) in the system in the 
form of complex macromolecules.

−2
4HPO



The flow of electrons provides energy for organisms

All living organisms derive their energy, directly or 
indirectly, from the radiant energy of sunlight.

Photosynthetic cells absorb light energy and use it to drive 
electrons from water to carbon dioxide, forming energy-
rich products such as glucose (C6H12O6), starch, and 
sucrose and releasing O2 into the atmosphere:

light

6 CO2 + 6 H2O             C6H12O6 + 6 O2

(light-driven reduction of CO2



Nonphotosynthetic cells and organisms obtain the energy they need 
by oxidizing the energy-rich products of photosynthesis and then 
passing electrons to atmospheric O2 to form water, carbon dioxide, 
and other end products.

All reactions involving electron flow are oxidation-reduction 
reactions: one reactant is oxidized (loses electrons) as another is 
reduced (gains electrons).

C6H12O6 + O2 6 CO2 + 6 H2O + energy

(energy-yielding oxidation of glucose)



Creating and maintaining order requires work
and energy

According to the second law of thermodynamics, the 
tendency in nature is toward ever-greater disorder in the 
universe: the total entropy of the universe is continually 
increasing.

The randomness or disorder of the components of a 
chemical system is expressed as entropy, S.

Any change in randomness of the system is expressed as
entropy change, ΔS, which by convention has a positive 
value when randomness increases.



The free-energy content, G, of any closed system can be 
defined in terms of three quantities:

– enthalpy, H, reflecting the number and kinds of bonds,

– entropy, S; 

– the absolute temperature, T (in degrees Kelvin).

The definition of free energy is G = H − TS.

When a chemical reaction occurs at constant temperature, 
the free-energy change, ΔG is:

ΔG = ΔH − TΔS



A process tends to occur spontaneously only if ΔG is 
negative.

– energy-requiring, endergonic reactions

– liberate free energy, exergonic reactions

The usual source of free energy in coupled biological 
reactions is the energy released by hydrolysis of 
phosphoanhydride bonds such as those in adenosine 
triphosphate.



The removal of the terminal phosphoryl group (shaded pink) of ATP, 
by breakage of a phosphoanhydride bond, is highly exergonic, and 
this reaction is coupled to many endergonic reactions in the cell.

When these reactions are coupled, the sum of ΔG1 and ΔG2 is 
negative—the overall process is exergonic.

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP)



Energy coupling links reactions in biology
The amount of energy available to do work is the free-energy 

change, ΔG.

In reactions that occur spontaneously the products have less free 
energy than the reactants.

Thus the reaction releases free energy, which is then available to do 
work.

Such reactions are exergonic; the decline in free energy from reactants 
to products is expressed as a negative value. 

Endergonic reactions require an input of energy, and their ΔG values 
are positive.

In living systems some energy is dissipated as heat or lost to 
increasing entropy.



The simplest way to produce glucose 6-phosphate would 
be:

Reaction 1: Glucose + Pi → glucose 6-phosphate
(endergonic; ΔG1 is positive)

Pi is an abbreviation for inorganic phosphate, HPO4.

This reaction does not occur spontaneously; ΔG is positive.

A second, very exergonic reaction can occur in all cells:

Reaction 2: ATP → ADP + Pi

(exergonic; ΔG2 is negative)

2–



The two reactions can therefore be coupled in the form of a 
third reaction.

We can write as the sum of reactions 1 and 2.

Reaction 3:      Glucose + ATP → glucose 6-phosphate + ADP

Because more energy is released in reaction 2 than is 
consumed in reaction 1, the free-energy change for 
reaction 3, ΔG3, is negative. 

The synthesis of glucose 6-phosphate can therefore occur 
by reaction 3.



Keq and ΔGo are measures of a reaction’s tendency
to proceed spontaneously

For the reaction aA + bB → cC + dD the equilibrium 
constant, Keq, is given by:

Where [Aeq] is the concentration of A, [Beq] the 
concentration of B, and so on, when the system has 
reached equilibrium.

A large value of Keq means the reaction tends to proceed 
until the reactants have been almost completely converted 
into the products.

b
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ΔG for any chemical reaction is a function of the standard 
free-energy change, ΔG°.

A term that expresses the initial concentrations of reactants 
and products:

Where: [Ai] is the initial concentration of A, and so forth, 
R is the gas constant;
T is the absolute temperature.
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When a reaction has reached equilibrium, no driving force 
remains and it can do no work: ΔG = 0.

Substituting 0 for ΔG and Keq for [Ci]c[Di]d/[Ai]a[Bi]b in the 
equation presented earlier, we obtain the relationship.

ΔGo = −RT ln Keq

We see that ΔGo is simply a way of expressing the driving 
force on a reaction.

The units of ΔGo and ΔG are joules per mole.

When Keq >> 1, ΔGo is large and negative; when Keq <<  1, 
ΔGo is large and positive.
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Enzymes promote sequences of chemical reactions

All biological macromolecules are much less thermo-
dynamically stable than their monomeric subunits, yet 
they are kinetically stable.

Their uncatalyzed breakdown occurs slowly.

Every chemical reaction in a cell occurs at a significant rate 
only because of the presence of enzymes − biocatalysts.

Greatly enhance the rate of specific chemical reactions 
without being consumed in the process.



The breaking of existing bonds and formation of new ones 
generally requires, creating a transition state of higher 
free energy than either reactant or product.

The difference in energy between the reactant in its ground 
state and in its transition state is the activation energy,
G‡.

Cellular catalysts are proteins.

Each enzyme catalyzes a specific reaction, and each 
reaction in a cell is catalyzed by a different enzyme.

Thousands of different enzymes are therefore required by 
each cell.



The thousands of enzyme-catalyzed chemical reactions in 
cells called pathways, in which the product of one 
reaction becomes the reactant in the next.

Free-energy-yielding reactions are designated catabolism.

Synthetic pathways, which invariably require the input of 
energy, are collectively designated anabolism.

The overall network of enzyme-catalyzed pathways 
constitutes cellular metabolism.

ATP is the major connecting link between the catabolic and 
anabolic components of this network.



The central role of ATP in 
metabolism. 

ATP is the shared chemical 
intermediate linking energy-
releasing to energy-requiring 
cell processes.

Its role in the cell is analogous 
to that of money in an econo-
my: it is “earned/produced” in 
exergonic reactions and 
“spent/consumed” in ender-
gonic ones.
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Metabolism is regulated to achieve balance and 
economy

Enzymes in each metabolic pathway are regulated, each type 
of precursor molecule is produced in a quantity appropriate 
to the current requirements of the cell.

The synthesis of isoleucine pathway has five steps catalyzed 
by five different enzymes.



If a cell begins to produce more isoleucine than is needed 
for protein synthesis, the unused isoleucine accumulates 
and the increased concentration inhibits the catalytic 
activity of the first enzyme in the pathway, immediately 
slowing the production of isoleucine. 

Such feedback inhibition keeps the production and 
utilization of each metabolic intermediate in balance.

There are thousands of metabolic intermediates in a cell, 
many of which are part of more than one pathway.

A change in the concentration of any one metabolite would 
have an impact on other pathways.



Summary for „Physical Foundations” I.

• Living cells are open systems, exchanging matter and 
energy with their surroundings, in a dynamic steady 
state distant from equilibrium. Energy is obtained 
from sunlight or fuels by converting the energy from 
electron flow into the chemical bonds of ATP.

• The tendency for a chemical reaction can be expressed as 
the free-energy change, ΔG, which has two components: 
enthalpy change, ΔH, and entropy change, ΔS. 

ΔG = ΔH − TΔS



• When ΔG of a reaction is negative, the reaction is 
exergonic and tends to go toward completion; when ΔG
is positive, the reaction is endergonic and tends to go in 
the reverse direction. When two reactions can be summed 
to yield a third reaction, the ΔG for this overall reaction is 
the sum of the ΔGs of the two separate reactions. This 
provides a way to couple reactions.

• The conversion of ATP to Pi and ADP is highly exergonic
(large negative ΔG), and many endergonic cellular 
reactions are driven by coupling them.

Summary for „Physical Foundations” II.



• The standard free-energy change for a reaction, ΔGo, is a 
physical constant that is related to the equilibrium 
constant by the equation

ΔGo = −RT ln Keq.

• Enzymes act in part by stabilizing the transition state, 
reducing the activation energy, ΔG‡, and increasing the 
reaction rate by many orders of magnitude. The 
catalytic activity of enzymes in cells is regulated.

Summary for „Physical Foundations” III.



4. Genetic Foundations



The most remarkable property of living cells and organisms 
is their ability to reproduce themselves for countless 
generations with nearly perfect fidelity.

The genetic instructions in living organisms have remained 
nearly unchanged over very much longer periods.

Many bacteria have nearly the same size, shape, and 
internal structure and contain the same kinds of precursor 
molecules and enzymes as bacteria that lived nearly four 
billion years ago.



Genetic continuity is vested in single DNA molecules

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a long, thin organic 
polymer.

A human sperm or egg, carrying the accumulated 
hereditary information of billions of years of evolution, 
transmits this inheritance in the form of DNA molecules, 
in which the linear sequence of covalently linked 
nucleotide subunits encodes the genetic message.

The DNA that is the entire genetic material of E. coli is a 
single molecule containing 4.64 million nucleotide pairs.

That single molecule must be replicated perfectly.
The same is true for all cells.



The structure of DNA allows for its replication and repair 
with near-perfect fidelity

The capacity of living cells to preserve their genetic 
material and to duplicate it for the next generation results 
from the structural complementarity between the two 
halves of the DNA molecule.

The basic unit of DNA is a linear polymer of four different 
monomeric subunits, deoxyribonucleotides, arranged in a 
precise linear sequence. 

This linear sequence that encodes the genetic information. 



Two of these polymeric strands are twisted about each other 
to form the DNA double helix, in which each 
deoxyribonucleotide in one strand pairs specifically with a 
complementary deoxyribonucleotide in the opposite strand. 

Before a cell divides, the two DNA strands separate and each 
serves as a template for the synthesis of a new 
complementary strand, generating two identical double-
helical molecules, one for each daughter cell.



Complementarity between the 
two strands of DNA

DNA is a linear polymer of covalently 
joined deoxyribonucleotides, of four 
types:

– deoxyadenylate (A), 
– deoxyguanylate (G),
– deoxycytidylate (C), 
– deoxythymidylate (T).

Each nucleotide, with its unique three-
dimensional structure, can associate 
very specifically, but noncovalently
with one other nucleotide in the 
complementary chain: A always 
associates with T, and G with C.
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Thus, in the double-stranded DNA 
molecule, the entire sequence of 
nucleotides in one strand is 
complementary to the sequence in the 
other. 

The two strands, held together by 
hydrogen bonds between each pair of 
complementary nucleotides, twist about 
each other to form the DNA double 
helix.

In DNA replication, the two strands 
separate and two new strands are 
synthesized, each with a sequence 
complementary to one of the original 
strands. 

The result is two double-helical 
molecules, each identical to the original 
DNA.Old 

strand 2
New 

strand 1
New 

strand 2
Old 
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The linear sequence in DNA encodes proteins with three-
dimensional structures

The information in DNA is encoded in its linear sequence 
of deoxyribonucleotide subunits, but the expression of this 
information results in a three-dimensional cell.

A linear sequence of deoxyribonucleotides in DNA codes 
(through an intermediary, RNA) for the production of a 
protein with a corresponding linear sequence of amino 
acids.

The protein folds into a particular three-dimensional shape, 
determined by its amino acid sequence and stabilized 
primarily by noncovalent interactions.

The precise three-dimensional structure, or native 
conformation, of the protein is crucial to its function. 



DNA to RNA to protein
Linear sequences of deoxy-

ribonucleotides in DNA, arranged 
into units known as genes, are 
transcribed into ribonucleic acid 
(RNA) molecules with comple-
mentary ribonucleotide sequences. 

The RNA sequences are then 
translated into linear protein chains, 
which fold into their native three-
dimensional shapes, often aided by 
molecular chaperones. Individual 
proteins commonly associate with 
other proteins to form supra-
molecular complexes, stabilized by 
numerous weak interactions.

Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3

Transcription of DNA 
sequence into RNA sequence

Translation (on the ribosome) of RNA 
sequence into protein sequence and folding 

of protein into native conformation

RNA 1 RNA 2 RNA 3

Protein 1 Protein 2 Protein 3

Formation of supramolecular complex



• Genetic information is encoded in the linear sequence of 
four deoxyribonucleotides in DNA.

• The double-helical DNA molecule contains an internal 
template for its own replication and repair.

• The linear sequence of amino acids in a protein, which is 
encoded in the DNA of the gene for that protein, 
produces a protein’s unique three-dimensional structure.

• Individual macromolecules with specific affinity for other 
macromolecules self-assemble into supramolecular
complexes.

Summary for „Genetic Foundations” I.



5. Evolutionary Foundations



Chemical evolution can be simulated in the laboratory

The classic experiment on the abiotic origin of organic 
biomolecules was carried out in 1953 by Stanley Miller in 
the laboratory of Harold Urey. 

– Miller subjected gaseous mixtures of NH3, CH4, H2O, and H2 to 
electrical sparks produced across a pair of electrodes (to 
simulate lightning) for periods of a week or more.

– Then analyzed the contents of the closed reaction vessel.

– The gas phase of the resulting mixture contained CO and CO2, as 
well as the starting materials.

– The water phase contained a variety of organic compounds, 
including some amino acids, hydroxy acids, aldehydes, and 
hydrogen cyanide (HCN).



Abiotic production of 
biomolecules

Spark-discharge apparatus of the 
type used by Miller and Urey in 
experiments demonstrating abio-
tic formation of organic 
compounds under primitive 
atmospheric conditions. 

After subjection of the gaseous 
contents of the system to 
electrical sparks, products were 
collected by condensation.

Biomolecules such as amino acids 
were among the products.
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This experiment established the possibility of abiotic pro-
duction of biomolecules in relatively short times under 
relatively mild conditions.

More laboratory experiments have provided good evidence 
that many of the chemical components of living cells, 
including polypeptides and RNA-like molecules, can 
form under these conditions. 

Polymers of RNA can act as catalysts in biologically 
significant reactions and RNA probably played a crucial 
role in prebiotic evolution, both as catalyst and as infor-
mation repository.



RNA or related precursors may have been the first genes 
and catalysts

In modern organisms, nucleic acids encode the genetic 
information that specifies the structure of enzymes, and 
enzymes catalyze the replication and repair of nucleic 
acids.

Which came first, DNA or protein?

The answer may be: neither.

RNA molecules can act as catalysts in their own formation 
suggests that RNA or a similar molecule may have been 
the first gene and the first catalyst.



A possible “RNA world”

Creation of prebiotic soup, including nucleotides, from components of Earth’s 
primitive atmosphere.

Production of short RNA molecules with random sequences.

Selective replication of self-duplicating catalytic RNA segments.

Synthesis of specific peptides, catalyzed by RNA.

Increasing role of peptides in RNA replication; coevolution of RNA and 
protein.



Primitive translation system develops, with RNA genome and RNA-protein 
catalysts.

Genomic RNA begins to be copied into DNA.

DNA genome, translated on RNA-protein complex (ribosome) with protein
catalysts.



One of the earliest stages of biological evolution was the 
chance formation, in the primordial soup of an RNA 
molecule that could catalyze the formation of other RNA 
molecules of the same sequence − a self-replicating RNA. 

The concentration of a self-replicating RNA molecule 
would increase exponentially, as one molecule formed 
two, two formed four, and so on.

The process would generate variants of the RNA, some of 
which might be even better able to self-replicate. 

In the competition for nucleotides, the most efficient of the 
self-replicating sequences would win, and less efficient 
replicators would fade from the population.



Biological evolution began more than three 
and a half billion years ago

Earth was formed about 4.5 billion years ago, the first 
evidence of life dates to more than 3.5 billion years ago.

The earliest cells that arose in the rich mixture of organic 
compounds, the primordial soup of prebiotic times, were 
almost certainly chemoheterotrophs.

The organic compounds they required were originally 
synthesized from components of the early atmosphere by 
the nonbiological actions of volcanic heat and lightning.



A very significant evolutionary event was the development 
of pigments capable of capturing the energy of light from 
the sun, which could be used to reduce, or “fix,” CO2 to 
form more complex, organic compounds.

The atmosphere of Earth in the earliest stages of biological 
evolution was nearly devoid of oxygen, the earliestcells
were anaerobic.

With the rise of O2-producing photosynthetic bacteria, the 
atmosphere became progressively richer in oxygen − a 
powerful oxidant and deadly poison to anaerobes.



Some microorganisms gave rise to aerobes obtained energy 
by passing electrons from fuel molecules to oxygen.

The transfer of electrons from organic molecules to O2
releases a great deal of energy, aerobic organisms had an 
energetic advantage over their anaerobic counterparts.

This advantage translated into the predominance of aerobic 
organisms in O2-rich environments.



Summary for „Evolutionary Foundations” I.
• Occasional inheritable mutations yield an organism that is 

better suited for survival in an ecological niche and 
progeny that are preferentially selected. This process of 
mutation and selection is the basis for the Darwinian 
evolution that led from the first cell to all the organisms 
that now exist, and it explains the fundamental similarity 
of all living organisms.

• Life originated about 3.5 billion years ago, most likely with 
the formation of a membrane-enclosed compartment 
containing a self-replicating RNA molecule. The 
components or the first cell were produced by the action 
of lightning and high temperature on simple atmospheric 
molecules such as CO2 and NH3.



• The catalytic and genetic roles of the early RNA genome 
were separated over time, with DNA becoming the 
genomic material and proteins the major catalytic 
species.

Summary for „Evolutionary Foundations” II.


